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List

Detail
PONGYANG ZIPLINE
Extreme adventure activities to fly across Chiang Mai
rainforest and touch panorama view 360 degrees and the
beauty of “MONLOUNG” view (Love history of Lanna
Kingdom). Besides the zipline activity, We offer fantastic
feeling of speed, A popular destination of all ages for families
and friends, the first “JUNGLE COASTER” in Thailand. It’s
similar to roller coaster but the rider has the capability to
control the car’s speed with its rider-controlled brake system.
And another extreme activity for adventurer “QUICK JUMP”
Free fall device 14 meters high from tree top to the ground.
Operating Hours : Mon-Fri 09.00-17.00 /Sat-Sun & Holiday
08.30 – 17.30
Location: 99/9 M.2 Pongyang, Maerim, Chiang Mai 50180
Contact Person : BDM Tatika (CM) Tatika@bartercard.in.th
Tel. +66 53 306748-9
www.pongyangadventure.com
Acc: Min Min Traditional Arts & Crafts Ltd., Part.

PANG CHANG MAETAMAN
In the lush tropical jungle of Chiang Mai's Maetaman Valley, a
big family of elephants lives side by side with their mahout
caretakers. "Maetaman Elephant Camp" is home to one of the
largest assembly of elephants in the north of Thailand. Our
philosophy is to create a natural and healthy environment for
the elephants while working to conserve and breed them, due
to the dwindling number of Asian elephants left in the wild.
There are also other interesting activities such as hill-tribe
village lifestyle, ox cart ride and bamboo rafting.
Location: SanMahaPon 10 Alley, Mae Taeng,
Chiang Mai 50150
Tel. +66 61 905 0639, +66 61 090 7765
www.maetamanelephantcamp.com
Acc: Pang Chang Thapae Maetaman.
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Siam Dragon Show
Siam Dragon Show is the place of entertainment, variants
of fun and exult. We expect very much that you will be
happy and satisfied with the pleasure to watch the show
that we have created for all of you.
The theater with seating area that are that specially
designed for 300 seats. So the audience can see and enjoy
the full amusement of the show on the stage clearly
throughout the performance.
Location: 12 Hiay Kaew Shopping Center.
Tel. +66 52 003 873 Fax. +66 52 000 874
Acc.Siam Show Entertainment
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